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Q.1 A) Choose the correct alternative and rewrite the sentence (2)

1) Emperor Ashoka edicts are inscribed on natural rock and ............... .

a. Stone pillars
b. Stupas
c. Cave
d. Copper plate

2) In the 20  century the Indian archeological exploration research started under the ............... .

a. Europeans
b. Italian
c. Portuguese
d. British

B) Identify the wrong pair and rewrite the correct one. (1)

1) i. James Mill - 3 volumes
ii. Grant Duff - 5 volumes
iii. William Wilson - 2 volumes
iv. Fredrich Max Muller  - Six volumes

Q.2 A) Prepare a Concept Map (2)

Complete the Concept Chart

B) Explain the following concept / Short Notes (Any one) (2)

1) Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel

2) Subaltern history.

Q.3 A) Explain the statement stating reasons (Any one) (3)

1) Historical research was driven to focus in depth on various aspects of women's life.

2) Foucault called his method, 'the archaeology of knowledge'.

B) Answer in details: (Any one) (4)

1) Explain Leopold von Ranké's perspective of history?

2) What is Marxist History ?
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Q.4 A) Choose the correct alternative and rewrite the sentence (2)

1) Government’s ............... have not put an end to all the problems.
a. Acts and policies           
b. Law and policies         
c. Programmes         
d. Amendment

2) In Maharashtra ............... seats are reserved for women in local self- governing institutions.

a. 25%
b. 30%
c. 40%
d. 50%

B) Write short note (Any one) (PS) (2)

1) Provisions regarding minorities

2) Which are the important laws and provision for womens’ ?

Q.5 Answer the following details (Any one) (2)

1) What are the effects of reducing the voting age from 21 years to 18 years?

2) Which decision of Court has resulted in protection of honour and prestige of women?


